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Jul 19, 2. According to Philip Kotler,. â€œMarketing research is a systematic problem analysis, model building and fact
finding for the purpose of improved.

Primary research should also be considered. It helps remove some of the uncertainty by providing relevant
information about the marketing variables, environment, and consumers. Target market is the aimed market or
well-defined groups of customers for whom product is manufactured, price is set, promotion efforts are made,
and distribution network is prepared. It increases the sales and profits of the company. Marketing research can
also ensure the efficient use of resources and, consequently, quality product is available at reasonable price.
For deciding sample, collection of data, tabulation, analysis and testing, interpretation, etc. They can also buy
proprietary reports that have been prepared by other companies. Many researchers have ethical misgivings
about doing applied research. They are often reliable data sources and help in overcoming limitations of
secondary data. Therefore, marketing research is an important tool for decision-making. It is not an exact
science. It should be done at times when customers may be easily accessible e. To Face Competition
Effectively: Today market is characterised by cut-throat competition. It is one of the basic activities, or an
integral part of modern marketing. It took me years to build up my client base. Thinking the research will cost
too much. The report should be structured and pages chronologically numbered generally, the structure of a
good repot is somewhat like the following: Introduction to the problem Marketing research finding or survey
findings Interpretation of research finding. To Reduce Wastage of Valuable Resources: Marketing research
ensures the exact use of resources to satisfy customers. Role of marketing research can be described on the
basis of following points: 1. Due to marketing research, marketing efforts can be effectively directed toward
satisfying needs and wants of customers. Parlin published a number of studies of various product-markets
including agriculture ; consumer goods c. Results of marketing research should be free from personal value,
needs, and emotion. This is unstructured and qualitative in nature. These decisions are complicated by
interactions between the controllable marketing variables of product, pricing , promotion, and distribution. It is
not a decision-making but an aid to decision-making. Initially most data analysis firms supplied only
tabulations frequency counts and cross tabulations frequency counts that describe two or more variables
simultaneously. By marketing research, relevant and reliable information on the past, the present, and the
future projected can be made available to decision-maker. Marketing research is about gathering the
information that is needed to make decisions about the business. By the s, the first courses on marketing
research were taught in universities and colleges.


